Gulten Tepe: (5/18/2017 07:06) Welcome to CANN Org arranging group consultations with GAC members regarding the use of 2character country codes as second level domains session 2 being held on Thursday, 18 May 2017 at 05.00 UTC
kavouss arasteh: (07:55) Dear GULTEN,
Gulten Tepe: (07:55) Hello Kavouss
kavouss arasteh: (07:55) GM Gevena time.
kavouss arasteh: (07:55) I MISSED THE FIRST CALL,
kavouss arasteh: (07:56) PLS KINDLY SEND ME THE TRANSCRIPT
kavouss arasteh: (07:56) tks
Gulten Tepe: (07:56) yes, of course I will be sharing the recording with you
kavouss arasteh: (07:57) When was the first meeting pls?
Gulten Tepe: (07:57) and for the next calls please be informed that I include a link on the outlook invitation that shows the local time
of the call as well
Olof Nordling: (07:58) Please mute your line if not speaking for the conference call
kavouss arasteh: (07:59) pls kindly advise the date of the first call that I missed
kavouss arasteh: (08:01) May I respectfully ask those speaking to kindly speak slowly, clearly, separating syllabus one from another
and allow everybody to understand the issue
Akram Atallah: (08:01) Kavouss, it was today in the morning california time
Olga Cavalli: (08:02) hi Kavouss I can send you some comments from this mornings call if you want
kavouss arasteh: (08:03) yes certainly
kavouss arasteh: (08:04) Pls speak slowly
Olga Cavalli: (08:05) I will send it tomorrow to you
Nigel Hickson: (08:05) good morning
Gulten Tepe: (08:06) Hello Nigel
Gulten Tepe: (08:06) Kavouss, the first call took place at 16.00UTC
Rajiv Bansal- India: (08:07) could be louder pls@ Goran
kavouss arasteh: (08:07) GULTEN, i raised my hand . Does it work?
Gulten Tepe: (08:07) yes, it does
Olga Cavalli: (08:08) we cannot hear Goran
Olof Nordling: (08:08) Goran, lost your line
Göran: (08:09) I could hear you
Gulten Tepe: (08:10) All right, great. Thank you Göran
Göran: (08:12) I can hear you again and will try to talk if there is time
Gulten Tepe: (08:12) noted, thank you
Pua Hunter (Cook Islands): (08:20) can't hear
Olga Cavalli: (08:22) Argentina supports what the rep from Iran is expressing
Harry Chapman (New Zealand): (08:24) yes
Pua Hunter (Cook Islands): (08:24) yes, thank you
Olga Cavalli: (08:24) yes
Olga Cavalli: (08:25) Goran there was an established process in 2014 whch worked well and there was a previous consultation that
could be checked at the local level with the cctld
Olga Cavalli: (08:26) unfortunately this was changed without consultation with the Gac
Olga Cavalli: (08:27) sorry i dont have a mic now
Maura Gambassi - ITALY: (08:27) Italy agrees with Argentina.
Göran: (08:31) Olga, do you have more information about that?
Olga Cavalli: (08:34) sure Goran can snd the links but you team now about this, it was esablised by he end of 2014
Rajiv Bansal - India: (08:35) We agree with Argentina
Harry Chapman (New Zealand): (08:35) we can't hear you Singapore
Olga Cavalli: (08:35) vey low
Olof Nordling: (08:36) Singapore, please try to put your comment in the chat if possible
Queh Ser Pheng (SG): (08:37) Sorry that my mic isn't working well.
Akram Atallah: (08:39) Olga, the first phase was the first part of the contract language, the second part of the contract language was
the last phase that was implemented...
Olga Cavalli: (08:40) Akram what I was referrig is mechanism which worked and was transparent
Queh Ser Pheng (SG): (08:40) SG agreed with India that the previous notification process is helpful. The current notification process
by the RO is voluntary. There is no way for govt or ccTLDs to monitor which gTDLs has realeased the country code at the 2nd level.
Queh Ser Pheng (SG): (08:42) One more issue to share
Olof Nordling: (08:42) Happy to read out chat comments if you wish to rest your voice, Rob
kavouss arasteh: (08:42) SG+1
kavouss arasteh: (08:42) IND+1
Robert Hoggarth: (08:43) Thanks Olof. I'll keep channeling for now :-)

Boyoung Kim(KR): (08:44) SG+1. even though there is post investigation process, it is rarely possible for gov and ccTLD mangers to
check all the new gTLDs.
Queh Ser Pheng (SG): (08:46) SG has also shared at ICANN58 that the indicative pricing from ROs to reserve certain names is high. For
example, US$300 per name. Besides, defensive registration are not long term solutions as yearly registration fees need to be incurred
on a recurring yearly basis.. There is also the question on whether such uses of public funds are justifiable.
Akram Atallah: (08:46) Olga, we released the 2 char codes in 3 phases, the first one was everything that's not char-char the second
phase corresponded to the goverment approval language in the contract, the last phase of release was the second part of the contract
language
kavouss arasteh: (08:46) from Kavouss to Akram and Goran, pls kindly confirm that the information that I asked will be provided to us
Morris_Taiwan: (08:47) Taiwan also second SG.
Olga Cavalli: (08:47) Akram thanks for the tecnical details of the process, what i am referring is a way of dialogue and notification
which worked rather well
Nur Yushan Yusof 2: (08:48) Malaysia supports SG view
Göran: (08:49) Kavouss: could you please write down your request? You wanted to know how many registrations for cctlds?
kavouss arasteh: (08:50) Plwease privide us
Olga Cavalli: (08:50) In the previous call we proposed t create a task force to follow up with this very important issue, among Icann
and interested Gac members
FENG: (08:52) very good approach
kavouss arasteh: (08:52) 1. the two letter characters and three letter characters ( .ir, .irn which have beern released and contracts
were signed with ( name of registryies)
kavouss arasteh: (08:52) 2. whether there are any explicit agreement from us to those cases
kavouss arasteh: (08:53) What has been released with explicit agreement using the same two and three letter characters, if, any
Boyoung Kim(KR): (08:53) If some gov or some ccTLD managers find misuse on 2nd level of new gTLDs, what can be done? can that
website be closed according to RO contract? cancel that domain? I want to know what can be done according to post investgation
process.
FENG: (08:55) Thanks Akram for the answer
Olga Cavalli: (08:55) Robert you are a great moderator!!! Does not surprise me!
Queh Ser Pheng (SG): (08:57) KR + 1.
kavouss arasteh: (08:58) Support Olga
Nur Yushan Yusof 2: (08:58) KR+1
Robert Hoggarth: (08:59) thank you all for a very active dialogue and for all your spoken and written comments
Rajiv Bansal - India: (08:59) Thank You
kavouss arasteh: (08:59) I found this conversation positive, helpful and constructive tks Rob
Akram Atallah: (08:59) thanks everyone, good night, good day
Olga Cavalli: (09:00) Good night thanks
Nigel Hickson: (09:00) thanks; 2 good calls
Harry Chapman (New Zealand): (09:00) thanks everyone
Göran: (09:00) good night
Jitti Kunphruk (GAC TH): (09:00) Thank you
Israel Rosas (MX): (09:01) thanks!

